New Power for Data Center Virtualization

VMware vSphere™ 4.1 and Intel® Xeon® Processor 7500 Series-based Servers

Intel and VMware are delivering the performance, scalability and availability needed to virtualize mission-critical applications and to dramatically increase consolidation ratios across the data center.

The value of data center virtualization continues to grow. Not long ago, VMware vSphere™ 4 running on the Intel® Xeon® processor 5500 series (based on the Intel® Microarchitecture Nehalem) delivered world-record results for two-socket servers on the VMmark benchmark, with a remarkable increase of up to 160 percent versus previous-generation solutions.1

- **The Intel® Xeon® processor 7500 series** extends that high performance to a new family of four-socket, eight-socket and larger enterprise-class servers that provide the high-end capacity and reliability needed to virtualize and consolidate even the most demanding enterprise workloads.

- **VMware vSphere 4.1** adds to these advantages by providing the leading virtualization platform for running mission-critical applications, and delivering major increases in live migration speed and flexibility, resource management, and health monitoring. This platform also provides the ideal IT infrastructure for supporting scalable, reliable cloud computing environments.

With these advances, companies of all sizes can transition confidently toward high-density, fully virtualized data centers that deliver better value to the business at lower cost.
With VMware 4.1 and Intel Xeon processor 7500 series-based servers, IT organizations can extend the benefits of virtualization and high-density consolidation across all their workloads to achieve data center efficiencies that have never before been possible using affordable, industry-standard servers. This industry-leading virtualization platform provides:

- **Dramatically higher consolidation ratios** to drive down data center space, power, and cooling requirements, reduce related maintenance costs, and improve the utilization of network and storage ports.

- **Near-native application performance** in a virtual environment, with the scalability to support the full range of enterprise applications, including large databases and high-volume transactional and productivity applications.

- **Rock-solid support for mission-critical computing needs** with more than 20 new silicon-based high availability features, plus dial-up control of service levels through policy-based resource guarantees, enhanced health monitoring and diagnostics, and automated virtual machine failover across LANs and WANs.

- **Scalable data center management**, with the ability to run up to 3,000 virtual machines per cluster, while managing up to 1,000 physical hosts (and 10,000 virtual machines) from a single vCenter™ Server console.

VMware vSphere is the leading platform for building cloud infrastructures that give IT organizations simple and comprehensive control of systems, workloads and service levels. With scalable servers based on the Intel Xeon processor 7500 series, IT organizations can now extend these benefits into the highest reaches of the enterprise data center to drive down total costs and improve business and IT agility.

---

**Enjoy Near-Native Performance in a Virtualized Environment**

The Intel Xeon processor 7500 series has been shown to increase performance by up to three times versus its predecessor, with comparable gains across a wide range of workloads. Next-generation Intel® Virtualization Technology (Intel® VT) helps to extend this exceptional performance into virtual environments by providing comprehensive hardware assists for core virtualization functions.

In tandem with software optimizations in VMware vSphere, Intel VT:

- Delivers up to 3.7x better virtual machine performance than previous generations.
- Reduces performance overhead to as low as 2 percent (typically 2-10 percent).
- Enables near-native I/O performance through direct assignment of I/O devices to meet the demanding throughput requirements of large databases and transactional applications.

This enterprise-class virtualization platform provides the scalability you need to host heavy workloads. With VMware vSphere, a single virtual machine can be configured with up to eight virtual CPUs and 255 GB of memory, and it can support up to 30 GB/s of network bandwidth and more than 300,000 I/O operations per second. All but the most extreme enterprise workloads can be successfully virtualized. If you are moving applications from older dedicated servers, you can expect to see dramatic improvements in application throughput and response times.

**Magnify Your Cost Savings through Higher Consolidation Ratios**

Intel Xeon processor 7500 series-based servers and VMware vSphere provide the scalable capacity to consolidate large numbers of applications per server. Individual processors have up to eight high-performance cores and 24 MB of cache. They also support Intel® Hyper-Threading Technology and Intel® Turbo Boost Technology. The first doubles the number of execution threads per server and the second delivers higher performance on demand for peak workloads. These processors also provide 8x the memory bandwidth and 4x the memory capacity of previous-generation four-socket systems based on the Intel® Xeon® processor 7400 series.

With these advancements, a single four-socket server now provides enormous capacity for consolidation, with up to 32 high-performance cores, 64 execution threads and a full terabyte
of memory. Compared with widely deployed systems based on single-core processors, the newer servers can support up to 20x higher consolidation ratios, with:

- Up to 90 percent lower operating costs.
- Approximately 91 percent lower estimated annual energy costs.
- Estimated full payback in as little as one year.

Businesses can take their consolidation ratios even higher with eight-socket Intel Xeon processor 7500 series-based servers that provide up to 64 cores, 128 threads and 3 TB of memory. VMware vSphere 4.1 enables full utilization of these resources to support truly massive workload consolidation. It also provides industry-leading support for memory compression and memory overcommit, which help to eliminate memory bottlenecks to further increase virtual machine densities.

The Intel Xeon processor 7500 series has been shown to increase performance by up to three times versus its predecessor, with comparable gains across a wide range of workloads.

Achieve High Availability and Disaster Recovery Cost Effectively

As you virtualize and consolidate heavier and more critical workloads, you need systems and solutions you can count on to maintain uninterrupted service. The Intel Xeon processor 7500 series provides more than 20 new reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS) features to enable levels of system resilience and data integrity never before seen in industry-standard servers. These new RAS features provide or enable:

- Advanced error detection, correction and containment across all major components and communication pathways
- Dynamic addition and replacement of components in running systems to prevent downtime and to scale resources to support growth and unexpected workload spikes
- Static Hard Partitioning to provide advanced workload isolation for your most critical applications and to enable maintenance without bringing down the system

VMware vSphere complements these hardware capabilities by providing fully automated control of workloads and service levels. VMware Enhanced vMotion™ and Intel® Virtualization Technology FlexMigration provide a proven, enterprise-ready live migration solution for moving workloads without downtime among current and future Intel Xeon processor-based servers. This capability has been extensively tested, both in the lab and in thousands of mission-critical customer environments. It provides a solid foundation for a complete array of high-availability and disaster-recovery solutions.

- VMware High Availability monitors and restarts virtual machines on servers that have spare capacity. This cost-effective, automated solution minimizes downtime and IT service disruption, while eliminating the need for dedicated stand-by hardware.
- VMware Fault Tolerance takes high availability to the next level, by providing fully mirrored operation with continuous availability to eliminate even the smallest IT service disruption. It provides zero down-time, zero data-loss protection without the cost or complexity of alternative solutions.
- VMware vCenter™ Site Recovery Manager allows you to automate failover for an entire data center. It is not only far simpler and more cost effective than traditional disaster-recovery solutions, but also more reliable, since it eliminates error-prone manual processes and is easily tested without disrupting the production environment.

The latest version of vSphere improves all of these functions by migrating virtual machines up to 5x faster and enabling up to eight simultaneous vMotion events. It also provides deeper diagnostics and health checking, quality-of-service prioritization for storage and network I/O, and improved reporting for key storage performance statistics. With this support, IT staff can monitor, control and adapt data center infrastructure more quickly and effectively to further improve service levels.

Lower Costs through Automated Power Management

Increasing consolidation ratios with four-socket and eight-socket Intel Xeon processor 7500 series-based servers is one of the most effective ways to drive down space, power and cooling costs in your data center. VMware vSphere takes advantage of Intel® Intelligent Power Technology® to further reduce power consumption at the system level, by consolidating workloads onto as few cores as possible. For example, when workloads are light, vSphere can automatically increase the frequency of one or more cores by as much as 400 MHz, shift more workloads onto the higher performing cores, and put idle cores into low-power sleep states. VMware® Distributed Power Management (DPM) provides similar control at the data center level, by automatically redistributing virtual machines onto a smaller number of servers when workloads are light and shutting down the unneeded systems.
An Evolutionary Path to the Cloud

VMware and Intel are strongly invested in delivering advanced cloud computing functionality today, while also helping customers establish an interoperable foundation for integrating with current and next-generation public clouds. Both companies are working closely with each other, with industry leaders, and with major service and hosting providers to make cloud computing more powerful, efficient, secure and interoperable. Intel Xeon processor-based servers provide a high-performing, scalable, energy-efficient hardware platform for public and private cloud infrastructures. The vSphere platform helps to ensure broad software compatibility with diverse public cloud solutions, through new storage management APIs and the new vCloud application programming interface (API). You can take advantage of this industry-leading virtualization platform to deploy advanced cloud computing functionality today, while keeping your options open as cloud computing models continue to evolve. There is no better way to extend virtualization across all your systems and workloads, so you can deliver better service to your business while increasing operating efficiency and driving down costs throughout your data center.

To learn how your company can take advantage of VMware virtualization running on Intel Xeon processor-based servers to improve energy-efficiency and performance visit www.vmwareintelalliance.com.